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Packt Publishing - ebooks Account. Paperback. Condition: New. 311 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x
7.5in. x 0.7in.Design state-of-the-art applications with customized Angular services About This Book
Leverage the latest Angular and ES2016 features to create services Integrate third-party libraries
effectively and extend your apps functionalities Implement a real-world case study from scratch
and level up your Angular skills Who This Book Is For If you are a JavaScript developer who is
moving on to Angular and have some experience in developing applications, then this book is for
you. You need not have any knowledge of on Angular or its services. What You Will Learn Explore
various features and topics involved in modules, services, and dependency injection Sketch and
create wire-frames for your project Use controllers to collect data and populate them into NG UIs
Create a controller and the required directives to build a tree data structure Implement a logic to
decide the relevancy of any given evidence Create a partially-AI service Build controllers to set the
template for the report Collect, investigate, perform decision making, and generate reports in one
the big automated process In Detail A primary concern with modern day applications is that they
need to be dynamic,...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through book. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You wont truly feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you question me).
-- Roberto Leannon-- Roberto Leannon

This sort of publication is everything and made me seeking forward and much more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I
am easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a created pdf.
-- Quinton Balistreri-- Quinton Balistreri
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